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Abstract

In this study, a computational model that aims at the automatic discrimination of different human
music performers playing the same piece is presented. The proposed model is based on the note
level and does not require any deep (e.g., structural or harmonic, etc.) analysis. A set of measures
that attempts to capture both the style of the author and the style of the piece is introduced. The
presented approach has been applied to a database of piano sonatas by W.A. Mozart performed by
both a French and a Viennese pianist with very encouraging preliminary results.

1 Introduction
Studying music performance is one of the most active
research areas in computational musicology. Various
empirical approaches attempt to model the
performance of musical pieces by human experts
based mainly on elementary structure analysis of
music [1], [2]. Little attention has been paid so far to
the development of computational tools able to
discriminate between music performers without any
external assistance. To the best of our knowledge
there is no published study dealing with this subject.
However, the music performer identification
problem offers a good testing ground for the
development of computational musicology theories
since it is a well defined task where the results of a
given approach can be evaluated objectively.
Moreover, different approaches can be compared by
applying them to the same data and reliable
conclusions regarding the accuracy of each approach
can be extracted. On the other hand, the conclusions
drawn by a performer identification study can be
taken into account in the designing of other, more
practical and useful, tools that try to solve traditional
problems.
In this study we try to answer the following
questions:
•
•
•
•

Are the differences and similarities between
different music performers computationally
traceable?
What level of analysis is required for extracting
reliable classification results?
What are the measures that best distinguish
between different music performers?
Can the existing theories of music performance
be useful in the development of a performer
identification system?

In this paper, a set of parameters that try to capture
the stylistic properties of a given performance of a
musical piece is introduced. The main idea is that
information for both the performance and the musical
piece itself should be taken into account. Thus, in
addition to parameters dealing with the deviation of
the human performer from the score in terms of
timing, articulation, and dynamics, the proposed set
contains piece-dependent parameters that attempt to
represent the stylistic properties of the musical piece.
The existing KTH set of generative rules for music
performance [3], [4] is used for providing the piecedependent information that, in essence, includes the
deviations of a machine-generated performance from
the score.
The proposed approach is based on the note level
and does not require any deep (e.g., structural,
harmonic, etc.) analysis. Experiments on a database of
piano sonatas by W.A. Mozart, performed by both a
French and a Viennese pianist, show that the
presented tool is able to distinguish accurately
between them.
The rest of this paper is as follows: Section 2
describes the proposed model in detail. Section 3
includes the experimental results while in Section 4
the conclusions drawn by this study are given and
future work directions are proposed.

2 The Proposed Model
In order to quantify the performance of a musical
piece, the relative distance between the performance
and the score, in terms of timing, articulation and
dynamics, is used. Given two discrete vectors of
values x={x1,…, xn} and y={y1,…, yn}, the relative
distance D(x, y) between them as used in this paper is
defined as follows:
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Figure 1. The proposed methodology.
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The three performance-dependent parameters used in
this study, which correspond to deviations in terms of
timing, articulation, and dynamics, respectively, are
following:
•
•
•

D(IOInominal, IOImeasured)
D(IOInominal, OTDmeasured)
D(SLnominal, SLmeasured)

timing
articulation
dynamics

where IOInominal is the nominal Inter-Onset Interval,
extracted from the score, and SLnominal is the default
Sound Level, while IOImeasured, OTDmeasured, and
SLmeasured is the inter-onset interval, the Off-Time
Duration and the sound level, respectively, as
measured in the actual performance. It has to be noted
that only the soprano voice is taken into account.
Note also that the off-time duration of a note ni is
defined as the difference between the offset of ni and
the onset of ni+1. Recent studies show that the relative
amount of staccato for one tone is independent from
the IOI [5], [6]. However, the distance of OTD from
IOI is quite effective for discriminating between
performers (see Section 3).
The values of the above parameters usually
depend on the characteristics of the musical piece.
For providing the classifier with appropriate
information about the stylistic properties of the piece,
a set of similar measures that are obtained by a
machine-generated performance is introduced. To this
end, we use a subset of the well-known KTH set of
generative rules for music performance [3], [4], [7].
In more detail, only the rules that can be applied on
the note level and do not require any special analysis
(e.g., phrase boundary detection, harmonic analysis,
etc.) are used. The rules employed in this study are
given in Table 1.

Affected
performance
variables
IOI, SL
IOI
SL
OTD
IOI
IOI
OTD
OTD
IOI, OTD

Table 1. The KTH rules that have been
employed in this study (k=1 for all the rules).
The machine-generated performance is compared
with the score and the following piece-dependent
parameters are obtained:
•
•
•

D(IOInominal, IOIrule)
D(IOInominal, OTDrule)
D(SLnominal, SLrule)

timing
articulation
dynamics

where the IOIrule, OTDrule, and SLrule are the interonset interval, the off-time duration and the sound
level, respectively, as measured in the rule-generated
performance.
Thus, for each performance of a musical piece a
vector of six parameters is extracted. This vector can
then be processed by a standard classification method
to obtain the most likely performer. The proposed
methodology is illustrated in Figure 1.

3 Experiments
The ideal testing ground for the presented approach
would be a database of enough musical pieces
performed several times by many human experts with
different musical styles. The available database

Parameters included
Perfromance-dependent
parameters only
Performance-dependent and
piece-dependent parameters

Guess
Actual
Entremont
Batik
Entremont
Batik

Entremont

Batik

33
5
32
1

1
38
2
42

Total
samples
34
43
34
43

Table 2. Confusion matrix for the cross validated data. Comparable results for using
performance-dependent parameters only and the entire set of parameters. Correct
guesses are in boldface.
that best matches these requirements is a collection of
piano sonatas by W.A. Mozart performed by Philippe
Entremont and Roland Batik in machine-readable
form. Specifically, the database we used includes
parts of the sonatas KV 279, 280, 281, 282, 283, 284,
and 333 played by both pianists. Each sonata
movement has been divided in sections and
repetitions manually provided in total 34 samples for
Entremont and 43 samples for Batik1. Moreover, each
sample has been matched against the score [2].
original data

cross validated data
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Figure 2. Accuracy of the proposed model.
Comparative results for performancedependent parameters only and the entire set
of parameters.
The proposed methodology has been applied to
this data set providing a six-parameter vector for each
sample. Then, discriminant analysis, a standard
technique of multivariate statistics [8], has been used
to classify the produced vectors. The data then were
cross validated, that is, each sample was considered
as unseen case and classified based on the remaining
samples (i.e., leave-one-out methodology). The
results of the classification procedure are given in the
confusion matrix of Table 2. The corresponding
1

Parameter
D(IOInominal, IOImeasured)
D(IOInominal, OTDmeasured)
D(SLnominal, SLmeasured)
D(IOInominal, IOIrule)
D(IOInominal, OTDrule)
D(Slnominal, SLrule)

|t| value
2.883
8.823
7.951
1.321
1.731
2.245

Table 3. Absolute t values for both
performance-dependent and piecedependent parameters.

92

Performance
parameters only

classification results when only the performancedependent parameters are taken into account are given
as well. The total classification accuracy for both the
original and the cross validated data is given in Figure
2. Note that the original data columns refer to the
application of the classification model to the training
data (i.e., no unseen cases). It is clear that the
performance-dependent parameters alone can give
quite reliable results. However, there is a significant
improvement when the piece-dependent parameters
are included in the parameter vector.

There are more samples for Batik than Entremont
since more repetitions of some sections were
available for the former.

In order to explore the contribution of each
parameter to the classification model, we applied
linear regression analysis and obtained the t values
for each parameter. The absolute t value is an
indication of the importance of the parameter. The
higher the absolute t value, the more important the
contribution of the parameter to the classification
model. The results are given in Table 3 and confirm
the results of the Table 2 since the performancedependent parameters proved to be the most
significant ones. In more detail, the articulation and
the dynamics parameters seem to be the ones that
contribute the most to the classification model. From
the piece-dependent parameters, the dynamics
parameter seems to be the most significant.
Moreover, for giving an indication to the reader
as concerns the differences between the two pianists
in terms of the used parameters, Table 4 shows an
interpretation of the standardized coefficients of the
regression function. Thus, Entremont’s performances

Parameter
Timing
Articulation
Dynamics

Entremont
+
+
–

Batik
–
–
+

Table 4. An interpretation of the
standardized
regression
coefficients
illustrating the differences between the two
pianists.
are usually characterized by a higher average
deviation of timing and articulation, and a lower
average deviation of dynamics than Batik’s
performances. In other words, the greater the average
deviation of timing and articulation and the lower the
average deviation of dynamics, the more likely for
Entremont to be the performer.
Parameter
D(IOInominal, IOImeasured)
D(IOInominal, OTDmeasured)
D(SLnominal, SLmeasured)
D(IOInominal, IOIrule_dc)
D(SLnominal, SLrule_dc)
D(IOInominal, IOIrule_dd)
D(SLnominal, SLrule_hl)
D(IOInominal, OTDrule_la)
D(IOInominal, IOIrule_ltd)
D(IOInominal, IOIrule_fu)
D(IOInominal, OTDrule_ra)
D(IOInominal, OTDrule_dca)
D(IOInominal, IOIrule_punc)
D(IOInominal, OTDrule_punc)

|t| value
2.721
7.461
4.407
0.847
0.962
0.496
0.597
0.037
0.043
0.476
1.802
0.013
1.539
1.092

Table 5. Absolute t values for both
performance-dependent and decomposed
piece-dependent parameters.
In the last experiment, the contribution of each
KTH rule to the classification model is examined. In
this case, only one rule is taken into account for
producing the machine-generated performance. The
measured parameters correspond to the affected
performance variables of the rule under examination.
For instance, the durational contrast rule affects both
IOI and SL (see Table 1), so two parameters are
obtained. This procedure is followed for each rule
providing in total eleven new piece-parameters that
replace the three old piece-parameters. Linear
regression has been applied to the model consisting of
the performance-dependent parameters and the new
decomposed piece-dependent parameters. The
absolute t values for each parameter are given in
Table 5. As can be seen, the repetition articulation
rule, the punctuation rule, and the durational contrast
rule provide the most important piece-dependent
parameters. On the other hand, the leap articulation
rule, the leap tone duration rule, and the durational
contrast articulation rule seem to contribute the least
to the classification model.

4 Conclusions
In this paper we presented a computational model for
automatically discriminating music performers. The
proposed vector that attempts to capture the stylistic
properties of the performance consists of both
performance-dependent
and
piece-dependent
parameters. These parameters represent average
deviations in terms of timing, articulation, and
dynamics for the real performance and for a machinegenerated
performance.
Alternative
average
parameters, e.g., the absolute relative distance, may
also contribute significant information and they will
be considered in future experiments.
Preliminary results that have been presented are
very encouraging since the proposed model
succeeded on discriminating between two human
experts playing the same piano sonatas. However, the
proposed approach has to be tested on various
heterogeneous data sets comprising more candidate
performers for extracting more reliable results.
The requirements of the presented method are
quite limited since it can be applied on the note level
and does not involve any computationally-hard
analysis. On the other hand, the high importance of
the punctuation rule, as suggested by Table 5, is a
strong indication that at least structural analysis could
improve considerably the classification results. Note
that this rule automatically locates small tone groups
and marks them with a lengthening of the last note
and a following micropause.
Another aspect that has to be examined is the
possibility of segmenting a sample into parts of equal
length, in notes, and applying the presented
methodology to each part rather than the whole
sample. In that case, it would be possible to test the
proposed model in data sets where only limited
training samples are available for each performer.
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